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AIM AIR Aims for Excellence
           by Jon Egeler



AIM AIR Aims for Excellence

In November last year, I was able to travel to Nairobi in Kenya to perform part of a safety 
audit for the flight operations of AIM AIR. Nairobi was at once familiar and different. 

Having spent over 10 years of my life in and around Nairobi, there were many things the 
same. The Nairobi airport continues to be a behive of activity. But change is inevitable, and 
I immediately started noticing that much has changed since my last trip here nearly 8 years 
before. The traffic was definitely worse, with a lot more cars everywhere. There were many 
more new and taller buildings, and so much  more advertising everywhere. 
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Since its beginnings in the late 1970’s, AIM AIR has seen a lot of changes. First started as a 
response to the need for transportation for medical safaris in the northern Kenya desert regions, 
it gradually grew into a large fleet of aircraft flying all over east and central Africa, partnering with 
many other organizations. More recently, a renewed focus on serving the needs of AIM missionaries 
and workers in particular has led to trimming the fleet to a total of six aircraft operating out of 
three bases: Nairobi, Kenya; Lokichogio, Kenya; and Arua, Uganda. Each base has a Cessna Grand 
Caravan and a Cessna 206 assigned to it for maximum flexibility in matching the aircraft to the 
need of that particular flight. Due to this downsizing, AIM AIR’s sizeable hangar and offices in 
Nairobi are more than adequate for the housing and care of these aircraft.

AIM AIR is part of Africa Based Services (ABS), 
a service arm of Africa Inland Mission (AIM). ABS 
includes a guest house, banking and travel services, 
counseling, vehicle insurance, AIM AIR, and some 
other services. They seek to meet some of the technical 
challenges and needs of the missionaries serving in 
Africa.  

This particular audit was an unusual one, as AIM AIR personnel had 
requested that they be able to satisfy three different requirements for audits with 
this one, so MSI was working with the SIL International Safety department to 
accomplish this audit. Originally, we had planned for a large team of auditors to 
look at various areas and visit all three bases, but due to scheduling difficulties, 
I ended up coming several months before the rest of the team to do an audit of 
just the flight operations. The rest of the audit will be accomplished in May of 
this year. If it sounds complicated, that is because it is.

My part of the audit consisted mostly of interviewing the people 
involved in flight operations and going over their documentation, procedures, 
and processes. Mid-week, I was able to accompany and observe a flight to 
Lokichogio and back in a Grand Caravan. 

Continued on Page 9
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As we touched down on the upward sloping dirt runway, the many 
stones scattered around reminded me of what a good idea it was 

to have gravel guards on the main wheels of the United Indian Mission 
Aviation (UIMA) turbocharged Cessna 206. They helped prevent stones 
from being thrown up by the main wheels into the tail control surfaces. 
Thankfully, local villagers saw the plane coming and had just driven 
the last of the cattle off of the upper end of the airstrip—otherwise we 
might have needed a cattle guard on the front of the aircraft! 

The purpose of the flight was to deliver two mission 
administrators to visit the local missionary couple working at this 
location perched on a mountain ridge about 5,000 feet above sea 
level. One of the administrators commented on how much he 
appreciated the well maintained mission aircraft—especially after 
having ridden in one of the local air taxi aircraft where before 
takeoff the pilot had reached over and wired the door closed since 
the regular latch did not work. Makes one wonder what else might 
have been held together with baling wire! 
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UIMA Tepic, Mexico
by Joe Hopkins



After a delightful visit, including warm coffee cake and 
good Mexican coffee, we returned to home base in Tepic, Mexico. 
Along the way, the visibility was great so I was able to take in the 
beauty of the mountains, which included a number of inactive 
volcanos. Before leaving the mountains, other isolated villages of 
the Huichol indigenous people were pointed out to me. 
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As the Bible translation work among the Huichols is 
expected to be finished in two or three years, the mission 
is already planning how they can expand their work into 
other Huichol villages that are presently not accessible 
with the airplane. One option being considered is the 
use of a helicopter to land in villages that have no airstrip 
and not enough suitable terrain to build one. Most of the 
flying would be for Huichol believers who have a desire 
to reach others with the gospel also. The ministry is 
effective. Since UIMA started serving the Huichol over 
5 years ago the estimated number of Christ followers has 
grown from 2 percent to over 10 percent. An exciting 
aspect of the results seen is that a Huichol shaman who 
had been a vigorous persecutor of the believers became 
disenchanted with his life-long trust in his false gods. 
He hiked to a nearby village where pastors, flown in by 
UIMA, were teaching and asked how much it would cost 
to become a believer. The wise answer—“Everything you 
have.” He chose to follow Christ. Sometime later UIMA 
flew him to his brother’s village where he also made the 
decision to be a Christ follower.

Continued on page 6
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For several decades, UIM Aviation has been 
ministering to the tribal people locat-

ed in the rugged Sierra Madre Mountains in 
Northern Mexico. Our mechanics work daily 
to keep the airplanes in pristine flying condi-
tion. In addition, our pilots train continually 
to not just maintain their skills, but to improve 
their skills. As a result of these efforts, several 
tribal churches have been planted, native pas-
tors trained and sent out, and lives saved due 
to the response of our aviation ministry. Dai-
ly, our missionary families strive to achieve 
excellence in their ministry, because doing a 
good job, a safe job, means that lives will be 
saved, not just physically, but spiritually. But 
how do we maintain that level of safety? How 
do we insure that we are the best that we can 
be in our aviation operations in a rugged and 
remote foreign country?  

It has been said that, “nothing about fly-
ing an airplane is inherently safe—it is the pro-
cedures, the training, the safety measures put 
in place that makes it safe.” At UIM Aviation, 
we strive to achieve this level of safety. How-
ever, with no oversight, no accountability, no 
rules, we will fall short. This is the same with 
our personal relationships with our spouse, 
our family, and most importantly, with our 
Lord. If we fail to continually strive, seek, do 
our best, and be held accountable in some way, 
we will fall short. In the aviation world, this 
means potential accidents and mishaps. This 
is where MSI’s ministry comes into play. MSI 
is not only an organization that helps minis-
tries like UIM Aviation be the safest that we 
can be, they seek to enrich the lives of the peo-
ple they serve. Each member has a passion for 
seeing ministries succeed, not for their own 
benefit, but the benefit of the Kingdom. Yes, 
safety is part of their DNA, a very necessary 
part that has greatly improved the margins of 
safety within UIM Aviation, but MSI contin-
ues to prove to UIM Aviation that their goals 
are for longevity of ministry, to see lives saved 
for the Kingdom. They continue to challenge 
and encourage us that our God is bigger than 
we can imagine, urging us to trust the One 
who put each star in place. It brings great en-
couragement to our team to know that there 
is an organization like MSI who has our best 
interest in mind, one that can push us even 
further to improve not just in our professional 
aviation ministry, but in our daily walk with 
God. For this, we are deeply grateful. Thank 
you MSI for your continued ministry in the 
lives of our team at UIM Aviation.

   Justin Ross 
   Pilot/Mechanic
   UIM Aviation

UIMA Perspective
MSI is appreciative of being a part of UIMA’s aviation ministry by 

providing safety audits every three years. Our part is to keep them aware of 
proper procedures, proper aircraft operations and the many other aspects of 
ensuring that maximum safety and professionalism is obtained. UIMA’s main 
base and headquarters is located in Tucson, Arizona, but they have several 
sub-bases in Mexico where the bulk of their ministry flying takes place. 

In Tepic, where I was assigned for this year’s audit, there are 
three mechanic/pilot families operating one Cessna 206. It’s based 
on a small commercial airport inside of typical airport security, but 
they still feel the need to take extra security measures. UIMA had 
an airplane stolen from their locked hangar several years ago and 
another confiscated for a period of time. They use a propeller lock, 
locks on the engine controls, and other “secret” measures to thwart 
any thievery attempts. 

As ominous as the preceding may sound, 
life is not all bad in Tepic. Located inland about 
40 miles from the ocean on the west coast of 
Mexico at an elevation of 3000 feet above sea 
level, the city is surrounded by fields of sugar 
cane and beautiful mountain vistas. Tepic was 
founded in the 1500’s, so it offers much history— 
including quaint narrow streets, cathedrals 
and a mixture of peoples—old and new. When 
not flying, UIMA families are busy with local 
outreaches including an orphanage, local Bible 
studies and building relationships. 
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The facilities and equipment are well maintained and suited 
for their task. Of course each time we visit we see continual 
improvement. They are doing well to keep abreast in our changing 
world of technology.

We were impressed with the staff in many ways. They are 
highly experienced both in missions and in industry. Their stated 
mission is “to prepare individuals to be aviation professionals with 
life skills and competencies, who model SMAT’s values of caring 
relationships, stewardship, excellence and servant leadership in 
their future workplaces.” We saw this exemplified in the staff and 
saw it being reflected in the students. Well done!

MSI7

I am always amazed at how the Lord puts together each audit 
team to fit the situation. The audit at SMAT in early October was 

no exception. Terry Brabon retired from the airlines, but before 
that had taught at the School of Missionary Aviation Technology 
(SMAT) and still maintains his mechanic and inspector ratings. 
Darryl Penney is the chief pilot at Andrews University who we 
recently audited and came to add his expertise. Steve Thimsen is the 
Maintenance Training Supervisor at Moody Aviation in Spokane. 
John Reid is a Coast Guard rescue pilot and safety officer. Glen 
Ferguson brought over 30 years of missionary aviation experience. 
It is particularly gratifying to me to see the training schools coming 
together to help each other improve their training.

SMAT has a long history beginning in 1969 as part of Grand 
Rapids School of the Bible and Music and later became part of 
Cornerstone University. In 1997 the school became independent 
and became the School of Missionary Aviation Technology. The 
core of their program now is a 12-month intensive AMT (Aviation 

Maintenance Technician) course. Parallel to that is the 12-month 
pilot training taking the student up through Single Engine 
Commercial/Instrument. A bachelor’s degree can be obtained in 
cooperation with several universities if desired and other studies 
are completed.

SMAT
          by Glen Furgeson



Liberty University School of Aeronautics
by Jon Egeler

Liberty University continues to have one of the 
largest aviation programs in the schools that 

offer missionary aviation programs, with over 420 
residential students enrolled. Liberty’s aviation 
program has military, commercial, and missionary 
aviation tracks, so the majority of those students are 
not necessarily training for missions.

Regardless of where the students will end up, 
that is a lot of students, with a fleet of 28 planes and 
70 instructors to manage. The very rapid growth in 
the size of their program has slowed some, allowing 
them to provide more stability and standardization. 
The training fleet consists of 20 G1000 equipped Cessna 172s, 4 
Piper Seminoles, 2 Piper Arrows, and 2 Cessna 152s. There is a 
mix of full-time instructors with some part time instructors, some 
of whom are currently enrolled students finishing up their 4 year 
degree.

Liberty has been granted FAA approval for a reduction in the 
minimum hours required to attain a Commercial license and also 
for the Airline Transport Pilot certificate. They have invested heavily 
in Advanced Aviation Training Devices (AATD) both to help keep 
costs of training down and to be able to practice emergencies that 
would not be safe to do in an aircraft. 

One of the unique features of Liberty’s program is the Flight 
Training Affiliate program. Working with trusted affiliated flight 
schools in 48 different locations nationwide, students can receive 
flight training at an airport closer to their location while taking the 
required academic classes online. This allows students to continue 

to live and work in their home area while pursuing a Liberty degree, 
often meaning a substantial cost savings. Currently, there are more 
than 600 students enrolled in this program.

During our recent Safety Audit of Liberty University School 
of Aeronautics (LUSOA) at the Lynchburg campus, we interviewed 
more than 50 administrators, faculty, staff, instructors, and 
students. MSI’s team of Jim and Diana Brownlee, Jim Dolgner, Glen 
Ferguson and I had a full schedule, also riding along on several 
flights, looking over some aircraft, and checking out the facilities. 
We got a good look into the operations and safety culture, and were 
able to encourage them to continue doing many things very well. As 
always, we also had some suggestions for improvement, which were 
well received.  

MSI is pleased to be able to support and help Liberty as they 
seek to continually improve the quality of their training as they 
prepare Champions for Christ in the aviation world—no matter in 
what particular avenue of service they choose. MSI
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MSI

 Trust Busters       Trust Builders 
 

        Gossip           Performance
         Lies             Faithfulness
   Loose Mouth    Success
      Stealing       Love
  Unfaithfulness    Honesty
Breach of Contract              Integrity
    Negligence         Recommendation 
      Laziness          Encouragement
    Arrogance   Humility 
   Selfishness   Openness
Negative Attitude         Trustworthiness

One of the most impressive things was not the nice big 
facilities or aircraft, but the sign that greets all visitors prominently 
displayed on the front of the building and in the hangar: 

   ABS Operational Excellence Goal for 2016
         Zero Accidents
         Zero Incidents
         Zero Injuries
    Striving for excellence every day

To me, as someone who has dedicated his life’s work to 
helping others serve safely and with operational excellence, this 
expression obviously set the tone for the whole organization. It was 
evident that everyone has bought into it. 

AIM AIR’s drive for excellence didn’t stop with this 
organizational statement of goals. I found a two small wall displays 
that contained sticky-notes of staff thoughts reguarding what 
makes for very healthy team functioning. One display was called 
“Trust Busters” and the other “Trust Builders.” 

Needless to say, these expressions of organizational 
safety goals and relational health warmed my heart!

AIM AIR’s renewed focus is on supporting AIM’s 
ministries in East Africa to see Christ-centered churches 
established and thriving among all of Africa’s peoples. MSI is 
glad to be able to serve AIM AIR and help them accomplish 
their vision with excellence.

Only two of the missionary families and a handful of the 
national workers remain from 8 years ago, so I had many new 
people to get to know. I was immediately impressed with the quality 
of the people that work there now, so it was good to know AIM AIR 
remains in good hands.

AIM AIR Aims for Excellence, Cont.
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students to open her mind and heart to serving overseas. They 
joined Mission to the World (MTW) and Wycliffe/JAARS. They 
hoped to go back to Africa, but the Lord took them to Papua 
New Guinea (PNG) instead.

Robert and Kim served in PNG for 20 years, working in 
support of Bible translation through their gifts in aviation and 
education. Robert’s primary role involved serving as a member 
of the team that maintained the fleet of up to 10 aircraft based 
at Ukarumpa in the highlands of PNG. Through the years he 
wore many hats—including line mechanic, national training 
supervisor, parts room supervisor and various other management 
positions. During one of his terms he was asked to move his 
family to Australia to teach a year of aviation engineering (A&P) 
at what was then the Bible College of Victoria. 

Robert and Kim have two grown children—Matthew and 
Kelly—both in college.

We are delighted to have Robert King join the team at Mission 
Safety International. He has been involved with missionary avi-

ation for more than 20 years and his experience and familiarity with 
missions with be a very valuable asset to us. (see below)

Robert joins the staff as Vice President of Operations and will be 
responsible for the general operations of the organization. He will pri-
marily coordinate the smooth functioning of the main office and also 
be communicating with and relating to MSI member organizations.

As so many of the activities of MSI require me to travel extensive-
ly, I am very pleased to have someone who can be present to take care 
of the day to day operations of the main office and provide the conti-
nuity that we need. Not only does this take a great deal of burden off of 
me, trying to run the organization remotely, it should also significantly 
increase both the quality and quantity of the services we can provide 
to our members.

Please welcome Robert and feel free to contact him at:
  rking@msisafety.org

Introducing Robert  King

Income
Memberships  74,064
Contributions  84,922
Program Support            106,592 
Donated Services              94,494 
Other                      9,893 
Total Income                      369,965

Expense
Staff & Program Support    211,071
Donated Services        94,494
Management & General        53,870
Fund Raising                            7,871 
Total Expenses            367,306

Increase in Net Assets          2,659

MSI 2016 Financial Report 
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Robert’s involvement in missions began early in life as the 
son of missionary parents serving in the Belgian Congo. 

His love for aviation began during those early childhood years—
when it was always exciting to see the small mission airplanes 
flying into their remote mission station. No matter if the plane 
was bringing medical personnel for the local clinic, delivering 
the mail or taking him and his siblings to boarding school, he 
could never get enough of being around the airplanes.  

Leaving Africa as a teenager, he earned a degree in Business 
Administration at King University and worked for five years at 
Boy Scouts of America. A decade and a half after leaving the 
Congo, he heard and obeyed God’s call to full-time Christian 
service. He attended Moody Aviation in Elizabethton, Tennessee 
to receive the aviation training required to serve overseas. 

While there he met and married Kim. Kim grew up in 
Elizabethton. God used the influence of Moody instructors and 
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As the costs of operating aircraft have risen 
dramatically, especially with the increasing 

use of turbine equipment, it has become apparent 
that the old financial model of covering the 
costs of missionary aviation is no longer viable.  
This model depended on the mission aviation 
organization providing donated aircraft and 
having flight and maintenance personnel on 
support, while the end user (usually expatriate 
missionaries) paid for the direct operating 
expenses (fuel, oil, parts, insurance, etc.). While 
this model has been very successful for a long 
time, the reality is that the end users can no 
longer afford to cover direct operating costs. 
Every flight program we have visited in the past 
5 years is under financial duress, often at an 
extreme level. This often results in cutting corners 
so as to cut costs, and can become very risky. The 
most tempting things to cut are training, safety 
programs, and maintenance. However, any airline 
can tell you that if you start cutting there, the end 
is not far away. If we are to survive long term, and 
do things well, we must find new ways to cover 
the costs of operations.

Many missionary aviation organizations 
have turned to commercial operations to help 
subsidize their operations. While this has 
provided some help in many cases, it is not always 
an ideal solution. The increased regulations that 
must be met often require a significant increase 
in the cost of operations as greater complexity 
is introduced to the program and more human 
resources are needed. That increased cost is 
often unanticipated, and sometimes is barely 
offset by the increased income, let alone enough 
to meaningfully subsidize mission flights. In 
addition, the increase in pace of operations means 
the available resources are consumed at a greater 
pace—whether they be duty hours for pilots, 
availability of the aircraft, parts for the aircraft, 
or time on the engine or other components that 

MSI Top Ten Safety Concern No. 9
Broken Financial Model

must be replaced at certain intervals. The busier 
the schedule becomes flying commercially, the 
less the aircraft is available to serve the mission 
needs. Many missionary aviation programs 
that have gone down the commercial path have 
found that the mission requests for flights have 
dropped off over time because the aircraft is 
not available when the missionaries request it, 
and they eventually become discouraged and 
seek other means of transportation (if there are 
any). MSI has spent many hours in mission guest 
houses across the globe listening to hundreds of 
missionaries sharing this experience with us.

Then what is to be done? If commercial 
operations to subsidize the mission flying is not 
the answer, what is? As we look at the issue, we 
have to recognize that missionary aviation has 
always been subsidized from the very beginning, 
and always will be. The only real change is that 
the percentage of subsidy that the aviation 
organization provides versus the percentage of 
what the end user can pay has shifted considerably. 
Gone are the days when the end user can afford 
to cover much of the direct operating costs. In 
today’s world, even expatriate missionaries often 
can only cover 20 to 25% of those costs, and 
when you consider that most of the missionaries 
that need to fly are now nationals and not expats, 
that percentage often dips to 5% or less. Thus the 
burden of covering the costs of operations has 
shifted squarely onto the shoulders of the aviation 
organization, which is a new paradigm to many.

This new reality has been hard for many to 
adjust to. The conventional wisdom in missionary 
aviation has been that people will donate toward 
projects and one-time gifts such as toward 
purchasing a new aircraft, but they will not give 
toward on-going subsidy of flight operations. 
While there seems to be some evidence that this 
may be true, there are also other considerations. 
Many donors have expressed a desire to know 
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what happens to their money once it is given. 
This is often motivated by a strong sense of 
accountability to God that their gifts be used 
wisely to be effective in reaching the lost. Sadly, 
most missionary aviation groups have been 
long on stories and anecdotes, but short on 
communicating a goal or objective and showing 
progress toward it. The stories and anecdotes are 
important and valuable, but they tend to appeal to 
those who are giving on impulse or only one time. 
The donors who would like to support ministry 
on a long term ongoing basis are often much more 
business savvy, and expect some accountability 
expressed through tangible measurements of 
progress toward a shared goal. While many in 
missions shy away from numbers when it comes to 
ministry, tangible measurements are a very useful 
tool in measuring progress and performance, and 
telling us when adjustments and corrections are 
needed. If we don’t measure, how do we know 
if we are doing a good job? If our efforts are not 
succeeding, do we need to change our strategy? 
How will we know when our work is done and 
the resources need to be moved somewhere else?

I firmly believe that as missionary aviation 
organizations become better at communicating 
our ministries in this way, we will have the support 
we need to subsidize the operating costs down to 
the level that is needed in order to properly serve 
those who need to fly. This is proving true in a 
number of organizations that have recently set up 
fundraising efforts to subsidize operating costs.

There is another key element that must also 
be addressed. As we have traveled all over the 
world talking to missionaries, both in aviation 
and outside it, we have seen that many are 
discouraged and feel like there is never enough 
resources to properly get the job done. Whether 
those resources are money, people, equipment, 
government permits, or whatever, we all seem 
to be operating on a shoestring trying to do the 

impossible with nothing. This really bothers me, 
as the message we are giving to the world is that 
we serve a pauper God, not the One who created 
the universe and owns it all. The Bible is filled 
with commands and admonitions to ask God for 
things, but it seems that the current generation of 
missionaries has forgotten how to ask. Humbly 
but persistently beseeching our loving Father to 
provide the right vision for the future and the 
resources we need in order to do a job worthy of 
Him and reflective of His character is something 
we all need in these days. This is prayer uttered 
in faith, believing that God is the most generous 
Being in the universe, the Source of every gift and 
all that is good. He has promised over and over to 
supply all that we need. Honestly, I believe that it 
is our lack of faith that is really holding back the 
world-wide mission movement today. 

Over the past two years, I have been 
challenging mission organizations to start praying 
fervently and faithfully for God to supply all the 
resources they need to accomplish the vision God 
has given them and that I would pray with them if 
they promise to do so. It has been incredible to see 
that most of them have received everything on the 
list they made within a year! God is not offended 
by our asking, rather He is waiting for us to do so! 
As we ask God to supply all the resources that we 
need, we are also sharing the vision He has given 
us with others—helping them catch that vision, 
see the goals and objectives and progress we are 
making—and they will join us in supporting 
that vision as God touches their hearts. In this 
way, I believe we will find the best solution to 
this problem we have been experiencing, and 
God will bless us all beyond our wildest dreams, 
because that is what He does. Join me in asking 
God to grant us clarity of vision and supply 
all the resources we need in marvelous ways to 
accomplish that vision, and we will all be

Making Safety A Way of Life.

Broken Financial Model, concluded
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